ARMY SAMPLE

Find the words in the grid. When you are done, the unused letters in the grid will spell out a hidden message. Pick them out from left to right, top line to bottom line. Words can go horizontally, vertically and diagonally in all eight directions.
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Ammunition  Liberty  Rifle
Artillery     Map        Scout
Canteen      Medic      Soldier
Compass      Officer    Supply
Engineer     Paratrooper Transportation
Fort         Peace      Uniform
Grenade      Rations    War
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ARMY WORD SEARCH PUZZLE SET

The American Revolution  Paratroopers
Armored  Spanish American War
Artillery  Special Forces
The Civil War  Army Supply
Colonial Forts  Army Transportation
Army Engineers  The Vietnam War
Army Generals  The War of 1812
American Indian War  Western Forts
Infantry  World War I
The Korean Conflict  World War II